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**Abstract:** Cytoplasmic components and their interactions with the nuclear genome may mediate patterns of phenotypic expression to form a joint inheritance system. However, proximate mechanisms underpinning these interactions remain elusive. To independently assess nuclear genetic and epigenetic cytoplasmic effects, we created a full-factorial design in which representative cytoplasms and nuclear backgrounds from each of two geographically disjunct populations of *Drosophila melanogaster* were matched together in all four possible combinations. To capture slowly-accumulating epimutations in addition to immediately occurring ones, these constructed populations were examined one year later. We found the K4 methylation of histone H3, H3K4me3, an epigenetic marker associated with transcription start-sites had diverged across different cytoplasms. The loci concerned mainly related to metabolism, mitochondrial function, and reproduction. We found little overlap (<8%) in sites that varied genetically and epigenetically, suggesting that epigenetic changes have diverged independently from any cis-regulatory sequence changes. These results are the first to show cytoplasm-specific effects on patterns of nuclear histone methylation. Our results highlight that experimental nuclear-cytoplasm mismatch may be used to provide a platform to identify epigenetic candidate loci to study the molecular mechanisms of cyto-nuclear interactions.
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## 1. Introduction

The idea that gene–environment interactions (GxE), not the genotype (G) alone, underpin the expression of the phenotype is now well established [1–3]. Based on this GxE→P idea, we and others developed a more general concept based on systems biology stating that G is an inheritance system that includes other interacting and heritable components including the epigenome and cytoplasmic components such as mitochondria, *Wolbachia*, and viruses [4–7]. It is the entirety of this system, and not its individual components, which produces phenotypic variation. This systems approach has the advantage of being able to incorporate the possibility that variation in one part of the inheritance system can have consequences on other parts. For example, sequence differences in the genomes of cytoplasmic elements such as mitochondria, which interact with the nucleus, may drive variation in the nuclear genome and the epigenome. Considering these heritable interaction effects on the phenotype is important because they can be as strong as the effects by the individual cytoplasmic components [8].

Mitochondrial genomes have been widely reported to interact with nuclear genomes to affect phenotypic expression [6–17]. Nuclear and mitochondrial genomes also routinely coevolve within populations as suggested from studies reporting hybrid disadvantages observed when coadapted combinations of mito-nuclear genotypes have been experimentally disrupted by placing the mt genotype of one population alongside the nuclear genome of another population [13,18–20]. Mito-nuclear interactions, therefore, are part of the same inheritance system. These heritable mito-nuclear interactions can ultimately underpin the emergence of new species [18,21–23] and, at a less severe level, have been implicated in shaping health outcomes and the penetrance of mitochondrial and other common diseases in humans [10,11,15,24,25].

The proximate and epigenetic mechanisms of these mito-nuclear interactions are currently only superficially understood. Tight coordination and bidirectional crosstalk between mitochondrial and nuclear genomes are necessary for mitochondrial function, and overall cellular homeostasis [18,22,26,27]. Mitochondrial function is largely dependent on the nuclear genome, first and foremost due to the fact that the vast majority of proteins present in mitochondria are nuclear-encoded. However, studies have also shown or suggested that mitochondria can influence nuclear gene expression and might be involved in the epigenetic regulation of the nuclear genome [9,12,17,28–32]. For instance, depleting mitochondria in cultured human kidney cells caused changes in nuclear DNA methylation, an important bearer of epigenetic information [33]. It is therefore conceivable that different mito-nuclear combinations might be under different epigenetic regulations and might entail the reported changes in life-history traits or disease [10,16,17,22,34]. Negative effects could arise from mito-nuclear mismatch (i.e., if a mitochondrial genotype is placed alongside a nuclear genomic background to which it has no close coevolutionary history and hence lacks the evolutionary ‘optimization’). These negative effects, in turn, may cause intrinsic selection and favor the evolution of compensatory nuclear alleles to restore optimal mito-nuclear function [18,22,35]. To date, it is not clear whether mitochondrial variation can cause evolutionary changes in the nuclear genome and epigenome and if so, whether they are independent from one another.

A second important cytoplasmic component that may shape patterns of inheritance are heritable bacteria, such as endosymbionts. Like mitochondria, some of them are vertically transmitted through the female germline, and they also have profound and heritable effects on host physiology and life history, such as changes in reproductive incompatibility between individuals that differ in cytoplasm [36–39]. Perhaps the most well-known representative is Wolbachia pipientis, an intracellular α-Proteobacterium commonly found to form an association with a wide range of insects and other invertebrates, and which is the most widespread and main endosymbiotic bacteria species in Drosophila melanogaster [38]. Just as for the mitochondria, the proximate mechanisms underpinning interactions between endosymbiont genomes, such as Wolbachia, with the nuclear genome of their host, are not well understood, including any epigenetic alterations.

If indeed cytoplasmic heritable elements, the nuclear genome, and the nuclear epigenome are part of the inheritance system, then any change in the cytoplasmic elements is expected to exert a forward action on the nuclear elements and entail modifications in the genome and/or epigenome. Here we tested this hypothesis and asked whether replacement of cytoplasmic components cause heritable nuclear changes and whether or not epigenetic changes are independent from sequence changes. We used a full-factorial design of nuclear genomes and cytoplasmic components from two geographically distant populations of D. melanogaster (Australia and Canada, A and C, respectively). We generated experimental populations that consisted of nuclear genomes with either originally coadapted, or experimentally mismatched cytoplasms, so called cyto-nuclear genotypes [22] or, in our approach, cyto-nuclear inheritance systems. Population A carried Wolbachia, which was, therefore, inherited alongside the mitochondrial genome. Population C was clear of Wolbachia. Following their creation, all cyto-nuclear inheritance systems were left free to adapt for one year; i.e., 27 generations (Figure 1) in order to capture both immediately and slowly-accumulating epimutations, if any. ChIP-seq assays of a histone mark associated with transcriptional activation (H3K4me3) were performed to
investigate potential differences in the nuclear epigenome after experimental mismatching of the cytoplasm. We choose this mark since it was shown before that the mitochondrial content can influence H3K4 methylation in HeLa cells [40]. Below we detail our results, using the notation of ‘cyto-nuclear’ interaction to mark the identity of the cytoplasm first and the nuclear background second for each of the experimental populations; i.e., AC denotes Australian cytoplasm and Canadian nuclear (epi)genomes.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the design to create Drosophila lines that differ in either cytoplasm or nuclear background. Males carrying one background (Canadian) were repeatedly crossed with females from the same, or the other (Australian) population. After 17 generations of crossing, this resulted in cyto-nuclear ‘hybrids’ carrying either the original coevolved or the geographically separate cytoplasm. The Australian cytoplasmic component included mitochondria and Wolbachia, the Canadian only mitochondria. Then, 30 female individuals each were pooled and subjected to genomic or epigenomic analysis.

2. Results

2.1. Cytoplasms Differ in Mitochondrial Genomes and Wolbachia Presence

Differentiation between Australian and Canadian mitochondrial (mt) genomes were assessed using two measures of genetic differentiation, the fixation index ($F_{ST}$) and Fisher’s exact test for allele frequency differences (as implemented in Popoolation2 [41]). We combined mitochondrial sequence data from the two lines containing Australian mt genomes (AA and AC) and from the two containing Canadian mt genomes (CC and CA) into single Australian and Canadian pools, respectively. $F_{ST}$ and allele frequency differences were calculated per SNP. Sites considered significantly differentiated between Australian and Canadian mt genomes had to differ significantly in Fisher’s exact test ($p < 0.05$; FDR of 5%) and fall under the TOP 1% of $F_{ST}$ values. We found seven such sites distributed across five protein-coding genes, of which six were synonymous and one nonsynonymous (Table 1). The nonsynonymous change concerned a change from isoleucine (Ile) in the Canadian ATPase6 to methionine (Met) in the Canadian ATPase6 at position 185.

Diagnostic PCR confirmed that both lines with Australian cytoplasms (AA and AC) were infected with Wolbachia, and both lines with Canadian cytoplasms were uninfected (CC and CA). In the following we set out to find potential epigenetic nuclear differences between CC and AC. Diagnostic SNPs in the mtDNA COI show strong non-random association with different Wolbachia genotypes [42–44], suggesting the Wolbachia found in our population were likely of the wMel genotype of the Wolbachia.
Table 1. Significantly differentiated SNPs between the Australian and Canadian mitochondrial genomes of *Drosophila melanogaster* populations used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Mitochondrial Position (bp)</th>
<th>$F_{ST}$</th>
<th>Substitution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATPase6</td>
<td>4616</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Nonsynonymous (mtA: Met; mtC: Ile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND1</td>
<td>12,381</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Synonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>1512</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>Synonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND5</td>
<td>7232</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>Synonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND1</td>
<td>12,345</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>Synonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND4</td>
<td>8876</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>Synonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO1</td>
<td>2262</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>Synonymous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Nuclear CC and AC Epigenomes Show Epiallele Frequency Distortion in Loci Associated with Mitochondrial Inner Membrane Presequence Translocase Complex

C nuclear genomes did not reveal global changes in H3K4me3 profiles between CC and AC (coadapted C compared to mismatched A cytoplasms), or between technical replicates (Figure 2A). However, specific loci with differential trimethylation of H3K4 between AC and CC were detected in 441 regions by ChromstaR [45] (Table S1), 424 of which were along the major chromosomes. Examples of differentially enriched regions are shown in Figure 2B.

Of the 424 significantly differentiated sites along the major chromosomes, 392 (92.5%) did not overlap with significantly differentiated nucleotide sites between AC and CC. Differentially enriched regions contained 155 genes (Table S2), which were subjected to GO enrichment analysis using ChIP-Enrich [46]. A single significantly enriched GO category (FDR 20%) was identified: “mitochondrial inner membrane presequence translocase complex”.

![Figure 2](image-url)
positions are in bp. On the Y-axis, RPKM is shown, which is ‘reads per kilobase and million’. As expected, H3K4me3 is enriched around the TSS. No strong differences were found between the biological and technical replicates; and (B) Examples for regions in which ChromstaR [45] detects differences in H3K4me3 profiles (red bars). Base pair number is on the X-axis, Y-axis shows the coverage. Profiles obtained using PeakRanger [47] are depicted above the profiles. ChromstaR identifies only differences as significant that are supported by both replicates. For the sake of clarity, however, only H3K4me3 profiles for AC (replicate 1) (dark blue) and for CC (replicate 1) (light blue) are shown. Maximum y values are shown on the left. The panel below the profiles, in grey, shows gene annotations.

3. Discussion

Our results provide evidence that cytoplasmic components affected the nuclear epigenome, and hence form part of the functional inheritance system in D. melanogaster. We are not aware of a previous demonstration of this kind. We found the overlap between sites of significant genetic and epigenetic differentiation to be small, suggesting cis regulatory DNA sequence changes are likely to play a minor role in the differential H3K4me3 enrichments observed here. While the result is replicated across two replicate lines and so is relatively robust against individual variation, we note that our data do not allow any conclusions as to which tissues are responsible of the observed overall epigenetic changes. If mitochondrial variation in energy metabolism were responsible for the observed epigenetic changes, as suggested e.g., by [48], the differences in energy metabolism of different tissues would actually predict tissue-specific epigenetic profiles.

The cytoplasms we used in our study and that caused the effects differed starkly—in Wolbachia infection status as well as in synonymous and nonsynonymous base pair changes in the mt genome. Specifically, CA differed from AA in both the mt DNA haplotype and the absence of Wolbachia, whereas AC differed from CC in mt DNA haplotype and the presence of Wolbachia. Our lines showed one nonsynonymous change in the ATPase6 gene resulting in a substitution from methionine in A to isoleucine in C, at position 185 of the ATPase6. Amino acid position 185 is located between the two final transmembrane helices of the ATPase6 in the proximity of the conserved arginine residue that is essential for ATPase6 function [49,50]. Given the central position of ATPase6 in shaping mitochondrial membrane morphology [51], organismal ageing [52] as well as energy production [53], the nonsynonymous change in ATPase6 may lead to slight changes in energy coupling and, therefore, affect the initiation of the Krebs cycle and glycolysis. Future studies should test the causal nature of this potential link of ATPase6 variation and chromatin structure that we identified here. As glycolysis is not as efficient as oxidative phosphorylation, less energy may be available but stored as fat. In addition, methionine, in contrast to isoleucine, is a sulfur-containing amino acid. Like the other sulfur-containing amino acid, cysteine, methionine residues can serve as cellular antioxidants, stabilize protein structure and act as regulatory switches through reversible oxidation and reduction [54]. It would, therefore, be very interesting to score the long-term survival phenotypes of our populations differing in ATPase6 in the presence and absence of an oxidative challenge.

Both mitochondria and Wolbachia have been implicated to affect the nuclear epigenome [12,32,55]. While both could, therefore, be causing the differential H3K4me3 enrichment we observed, it is interesting to note that the only significantly enriched GO category we found was related to mitochondrial function. The mitochondrial inner membrane precursor translocase complex is essential in importing nuclear-encoded proteins across the inner mitochondrial membrane into mitochondria [56]. This is an important process for the biogenesis and maintenance of healthy mitochondria since the vast majority of mitochondrial proteins are encoded by nuclear genes. Previous research has also found that variation in the mt genotype can be associated with variation in mtDNA copy number [57,58]. Suggestions that epigenetic nuclear variation may be related to mtDNA copy number per cell [28,29,59] may therefore be an attractive hypothesis to be tested in future research.

We know of no other study addressing the impact of cytoplasmic variation on patterns of histone methylation. One study that is, however, broadly comparable to ours is a recent study in mice [32]. These authors examined differences in DNA methylation in individuals of strains with identical
nuclear DNA but of different cytoplasms. After 8 generations of coevolution, these authors found differences in in hypo- or hypermethylation at several hundred loci. However, these authors [32] did not control for epigenetic changes caused by the nuclear transfer procedure itself.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Fly Lines

Cyto-nuclear hybrid populations of *D. melanogaster* were generated from two large mass-bred population samples originating from two natural populations: Coffs Harbour, Australia (A) [60], and Dundas near Hamilton, Canada (C) [61]. By repeated crossing (introgression) of 45 virgin females of the cyto-nuclear hybrid population to be created with 45 males of the population whose nuclear DNA was required, cytoplasmic components, and mitochondrial (mt) genomes of each population were placed alongside the nuclear genomes of the other population. Introgression took place over 17 generations, after which theoretically more than 99.999% of the original nuclear genome has been replaced by the introgressed one. As a control, mitochondrial genomes were introgressed in the same way into their native nuclear background (Figure 1). Thus, in total four different cyto-nuclear combinations, each in two replicates, were generated: Australian cytoplasm–Canadian nuclear genome (AC), Canadian cytoplasm–Australian nuclear genome (CA), Australian cytoplasm–Australian nuclear genome (AA), and Canadian cytoplasm–Canadian nuclear genome (CC). After 17 generations of introgression, the different mito-nuclear combinations were allowed to coevolve over 27 generations. Each generation, 45 females, aged 4 to 6 days and hence, multiply mated, were randomly chosen from each line and allowed to oviposit overnight. Flies were kept on a standard cornmeal-sucrose-yeast medium at 25 °C under a 12 h/12 h light/dark cycle with non-overlapping 14-day generations.

4.2. Wolbachia Diagnostic PCR

For each line, DNA was extracted from pools of approximately 15 adult flies per replicate population using the innuPREP DNA Mini Kit (Analytik Jena, Jena, Germany). The success of each DNA extraction was confirmed with a PCR [44]. *Wolbachia* infection status for each line was determined using primers for the *Wolbachia wsp* gene [44]. Fly lines from the *Drosophila* Population Genomics Project (DPGP; [62] with known infection status [44] served as positive and negative controls (FR14 and FR59, respectively). PCR conditions were as described in [44] and each PCR was repeated twice to confirm that the results were consistent. PCRs were performed using the DreamTaq Green DNA Polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

4.3. Sequence Analysis

Input DNA controls from the ChIP-Seq experiment (see ‘Epigenetic analysis’) were used for whole genome sequence analysis. One pool of 30 female flies for each cyto-nuclear combination (AA, AC, CA, CC) was sequenced as single-end libraries of 75 bp length on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 to obtain a mean sequencing depth of 20×. Our yields of precipitated DNA were too low to enable estimations in 3 of the 8 line replicates (both Australian background-Australian haplotype lines, and one Canadian background-Australian haplotype line). Prior to mapping, reads were trimmed from the 3′ end to remove low-quality bases using Popoolation1 v1.2.2 [63] using default settings and a quality threshold of 20. Then reads were mapped to the *D. melanogaster* reference genome (Release 6; http://flybase.org) using BWA v.7.12-5 [64] using default settings followed by mapping of all unmapped reads using Stampy v1.0.28 [65]. Reads with mapping quality scores below 20 were excluded and optical duplicates were removed using Picard v2.1.0 (http://picard.sourceforge.net/). Repeat sequences, identified by RepeatMasker v4.0.6 (http://www.repeatmasker.org), together with 5-bp windows around indels were masked in the subsequent analysis. Differences in allele frequencies per SNP were assessed by *F*\textsubscript{ST} and Fisher’s exact test as implemented in Popoolation2 v1.201 [41], controlled for false discovery rate (FDR) [66].
4.4. Epigenetic Analysis

A standard native ChIP protocol [67] was adapted to *D. melanogaster* adults. We used an anti-H3K4me3 monoclonal antibody (Millipore cat. # 04-745, Lot # 2392291, Temecula, USA). Chromatin for each sample was obtained from thirty female adult flies aged 4–6 days. One input control for each cyto-nuclear combination was derived from the unbound chromatin fraction of the “no antibody” control experiments. Immunoprecipitated DNA and input controls were sequenced (as described in ‘Sequence analysis’), quality checked and aligned to the *D. melanogaster* reference genome (Release 6; http://flybase.org) with Bowtie2.1 using parameters ‘end-to-end’, ‘sensitive’, ‘gbar 4’ and filtered for unique match with samtools [68] view -Sh -q 40 -F 0x0004 - I grep -v XS:i. Contigs ≤ 5 kb were removed to reduce complexity. BAM files were converted into BED and 17 million aligned reads were subsampled for each replicate. In our hands, this non-parametric bootstrapping approach provides superior normalization compared to “build-in” normalization tools implemented in downstream analyses. The “Ranger” method for narrow peaks of PeakRanger v1.16 [47] with p-value cut off 0.0001, FDR cut off 0.01, Read extension length 200, Smoothing bandwidth 99 and Delta 1 was used for peak identification. Input samples were used as negative control (−c). Wiggle files were generated for visualization under Integrated Genome Viewer (IGV) [69]. Peak region positions were saved as BED files (Ranger-BED). For comparison of chromatin profiles of each mar, the HMM-based software ChromstaR v1.3.1 [45] was used. Its parameters were optimized using the PeakRanger peak call as reference. The reason for this was that PeakRanger is very good in peak detection with default parameters while ChromstaR needs exhaustive testing of its parameter space. Best matches between peak calls of PeakRanger and ChromstaR were obtained with downsampling to 0.5 Mio aligned reads, read.cutoff.absolute = 2000, and binsize = 500 at default mapq > 10 filter. While PeakRanger output served then only for visual inspection, ChromstaR was then used to identify differentially enriched H3K4me3 regions between AC and CC using differential.score > 0.99 and a minimum length of differential regions of 249 bp. The rationale behind this was that this DNA length corresponds roughly to what is wound around a nucleosome and that smaller regions have no biological significance. ChromstaR only considers differences significant that are supported by both replicates. Average H3K4 trimethylation over genes were calculated using the plotEnrichment function for ‘counts’ over 9076 genes of the FlyBase annotation Release 6 (http://flybase.org). The identified differentially enriched regions were analyzed for GO term enrichment using ChIP-Enrich [46] an application for gene set enrichment testing for ChIP-Seq data. ChIP-Enrich was run on the *D. melanogaster* reference genome Release 6 (http://flybase.org), and genes with differentially enriched regions within ±1 kb of transcription start sites were considered. All sequence data were submitted to the public repository NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) and are available through the BioProject ID: PRJNA312490.

5. Conclusions

We show here that cyto-nuclear mismatch was sufficient in *D. melanogaster* to cause alterations in the nuclear epigenome after replacement of the cytoplasmic component. Cyto-nuclear interactions are, therefore, part of the inheritance system in *D. melanogaster*. A haplotype-specific influence of mitochondrial metabolism on nuclear gene expression has been outlined for ageing, cancer, and other diseases [9] as well as for evolutionary processes [18,20,22,34]. Our study now indicates that cytoplasmically mediated modifications of the nuclear epigenome should also be considered as possible regulators of these effects on downstream components of health [12,29–31]. The previously elusive molecular mechanisms uncovered here are likely candidates to mediate the documented mito-nuclear effects on the expression of health and life history traits such as longevity and reproductive success. Our findings support previous suggestions [9,12,29–32,48] that epigenetic changes may be involved in the phenotypic effects of mito-nuclear interactions and provide a hypothesis as to why histone methylation was correlated to altered development in cattle embryos after mitochondrial replacement [29].
In addition to isolating mitochondrial from other cytoplasmic influences on the phenotype, we see three future challenges: (i) to reveal whether the observed changes represent nuclear modifier (epi) alleles that compensate for costs arising from mitochondria defects or Wolbachia infection or arise from other sources, (ii) to examine whether the epimutations identified here are environment-dependent, genotype-dependent or random, and (iii) to examine whether the observed epimutations are immediate environmental effects, or arise after some evolutionary time. Our current work is a first step and further work will aim to establish the chromatin structure of individual flies and, in the longer term, tissue specificity in individual flies. This will ultimately enable researchers to dissect within-individual, between-individual, and within-population variation and to quantify the relative contribution of genetic, epigenetic, cytoplasmic and environmental factors to phenotypic variance.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2075-4655/2/3/17/s1, Table S1. Differentially enriched H3K4me3 regions between the AC and CC cyto-nuclear Drosophila melanogaster lines; Table S2. List of genes that show differential H3K4me3 enrichment between AC and CC cyto-nuclear lines.
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